
產品名稱: 金屬亮光膏 

產品編號: 653.1000   1000 

產品介紹: ★神奇的金屬亮光膏,適用所有金屬類製品, 

--是車友保養愛車的秘密武器，產品功效 

--驚人,具有清潔、亮光、除銹等三效合一 

--的強大功能。 

★不僅可將您心愛的金屬物品拋光、打亮 

--而且使用後會形成一層天然保護膜,讓物 

--品的使用壽命增長！ 

★成份天然、無毒、無刺激性臭味,是一項 

--「立即顯效」的革命性產品， 亦可使用於 

--家用廚具、五金用品。 

容量:75ml 

廠牌/產地:Autosol 德國 

 1000 金屬亮光膏 
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MM aut 1190   MM aut 1191
tube of 75 mls.   Can of 750 mls.

MaRINE SHINE

MM aut 1000 tube of 75 mls  

MM aut 1100 Can of 750 mls 

MEtaL POLISH
  
 

MM aut 7700
Bottle of 250 mls.

   
LEatHER-CaRE

Highly abrasive cleaning, polishing and rubbing agent for wea-
thered boat surfaces.   the product cleans and removes rust from 
all bright metal parts on boats e. g. hardware and all glass-fi-
bre reinforced plastic surface.  abrasive agents remove stubborn 
stain

this product is the world-famous 
winner of international awards. It 
provides a brilliant gloss finish.
this cleaning and conditioning pro-
duct removes dirt and surface rust 
in a single treatment, leaving a long 
lasting protectivecoating from tar-
nishing.
the balanced formulation of active 
ingredients means that the protec-
tion is outstanding.

a deep-conditioning cream 
for all smooth leathers in 
vehicles and in the home. 
the product has an antistatic 
effect and provides lasting 
protection against brittleness 
and abrasion. Leather-Care 
gives worn materials a new 
suppleness and freshness
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MM aut 15700
Bottle of 250 mls

watER-LINE CLEaNER

Cleaner for discoloured 
and seaweed covered 
surfaces at the height of 
the waterline. It loosens 
lime- and salt spots as 
well as dirt and light oxi-
dation layers on metal 
surfaces.

MM aut 15200
Bottle of 250 mls

BOat COMBI POLISH

Restores shine on oxi-
dised and dull surfaces. 
Removes fine scratches. 
the product provides a 
weather resistant poly-
mer wax protective 
layer after application

MM aut 15000
Bottle of 500 mls

BOat-wax

Liquid hard wax without 
abrasive. the product 
provides a brillant shine 
with protection against 
weather, wear and uV 
radiation.

MM aut 15300
Bottle of 500 mls

BOat-CLEaNER (RuBBINg)

Silicone free cleaner for 
deep cleaning action 
of paint surfaces. also 
suitable for cleaning 
Plexiglas.
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CODICE NOME PRODOttO DESCRIZIONE

MM aut 1800 autosol Power aluminium Cleaner 500 ML
this supreme aCID FREE powerful cleaner is designed to clean all alloys and 
aluminium and prepare a surface to be polished with autosol® aluminium Polish. 
It also removes polish residues remaining on the surface which has been polished

MM aut 1810 autosol aluminium Protective Oil 400 ML Removes small amounts of dirt such as dust, streaks and fingerprints. the surface 
is clean and shining.

MM aut 1820 autosol aluminium Polish 200 ML
Created in the laboratories of Dursol-Fabrik comes this revolutionary ammonia -
free polish which shines aluminium to a super shine without scratching or hazing 
the surface.

MM aut 1700 autosol Power Stainless Steel Cleaner 500 ML

Is made for stainless steel, chrome, brass, anodised and enamelled metal surfaces 
and in business involving food. It is a powerful dirt remover, also removes grease 
and oily residues. Neutral in colour and odour. tested for suitability for use in 
areas cl

MM aut 1710 autosol Stainless Steel Protective Oil 400 ML Removes small amounts of dirt such as dust, streaks and fingerprints. the surface 
is left clean and shining.

MM aut 1730 autosol Stainless Steel Polish 200 ML Ideal for cleaning and polishing stainless steel. Shines polished stainless steel to an 
extremely high lustre without scratching.

MM aut 34 Dursol Chrome-Polish 200 ML

Clean and care product for metallic surfaces such as chrome, aluminium, stainless 
steel, copper and brass. the balanced mixture of polishing agents mean that even 
course and stubborn grime and tarnish can easily be removed without leaving 
excessive rub marks. the care ingredients ensure that after cleaning the metal 
is protected against weathering. Ideal for use including all sorts of industrial and 
commercial applications.

MM aut 1000 autosol Metal-Polish display outer 75 ML

this product is the world-famous winner of international awards. It provides a 
brillant gloss finish. this cleaning and conditioning product removes dirt and 
surface rust in a single treatment, leaving a long lasting protective coating from 
tarnishing.

MM aut 1050 autosol gold- and Silverpolish 75 ML Ideal for cleaning and polishing gold and silver without scratching

MM aut 1100 autosol Metal-Polish 750 ML

MM aut 1181 autosol Shine 750 ML
this domestic metal cleaning product has the ability to not only clean metal surfaces 
but to also protect them from tarnishing. Shine is ideal for cleaning, polishing and 
protecting bright metal surfaces around the house and commercial areas.

MM aut 1188 autosol Shine 100 gR

MM aut 1210 autosol Metal-Polish-Liquid 250 ML

Liquid clean and care product for all metal surfaces. the high quality polishing 
ingredients ensure intensive but gentle cleaning of weathered surfaces and 
stubborn tarnishing. the product gives aging surfaces a new brilliance. Simple 
to apply, it is easy

MM aut 1720 autosol Metal Refresh 250 ML

Specially formulated for use in the kitchen on surfaces in contact with food. Effective 
on stainless steel, chrome, brass, aluminium, glass and for removing stains from 
ceramic cooktops. Food safe & ammonia free formula removes oxidation, lime & 
scale

MM aut 7800 autosol Convertible-top-Impregnation-agent 250 ML Convertible-top-Impregnating-agent penetrates all types of fabrics to provide 
waterproofing and lasting weather protection.

MM aut 7900 autosol Convertible-top-Cleaner 500 ML Convertible-top-Cleaner carefully removes dirt from both light and dark 
convertible tops. Suitable for all Convertible-topmaterials.      

MM aut 12565 autosol wheel-Cleaner 500 ML
this acid free concentrated spray-on cleaner, quickly removes stubborn oxidation, 
brake abrasion deposits and encrusted road dirt from aluminium and steel rims. 
after cleaning it leaves a brillant gloss finish.

MM aut 12575 autosol wheel-Cleaner gel 500 ML
acid-free cleaning agent. Removes quickly and thoroughly even stubborn brake-
dust and cake with street-mud aluminium and steel wheelrims. gel-like consistance 
sticks to the dirt and ensures a powerful and extra strong cleaning.

MM aut 12580 autosol wheel-Rim-Cleaning-Paste 75 ML
this acid free concentrated cleaner quickly removes stubborn oxidation, brake 
abrasion deposits and encrusted road dirt from aluminium and steel rims. It cares 
and protects the rims and leaves a brillant gloss finish after cleaning.  

MM aut 12595 autosol wheel-Cleaner extra strong 500 ML
the concentrated acidic spray-on cleaner removes even stubborn oxidation film, 
brake dust and encrusted road dirt from aluminium and steel wheels. after cleaning 
it leaves a brillant gloss.

MM aut 5060 autosol glass-Cleaner 500 ML
this easy to apply cleaner for glass surfaces produces a smear free clarity on 
windows, mirrors and frames. Even those hard to see but very stubborn spots 
which are only apparent when wet, are removed completely.

MM aut 5070 autosol glass-Foam-Cleaner 300 ML
Perfect for all internal and external glass, synthetic glass surfaces of your car. 
autosol® glass-Foam-Cleaner quickly and thoroughly removes insect residues, 
road dirt, nicotine stains, silicone residues and other obstinate dirt.

MM aut 5075 autosol glass-Cleaner extra strong 500 ML the phosphate-free gloss-cleaner for all glass-surfaces. Removes quickly and 
streak-free stubborn dirt such as nicotine, grease and oil residues.

MM aut 5080 autosol anti-Fogging glass- and Mirror-Polish 100 ML
this glass- and mirror-cleaner is suitable for all glass- and mirror-surfaces in the 
car or the home. the product not only removes dirt and grime, but also prevents 
misting caused by condensation.
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CODICE NOME PRODOttO DESCRIZIONE

MM aut 7000 autosol active-Interior-Cleaner 500 ML
a foam cleaner for the care of vehicle interiors. It has been specially developed for 
cleaning plastic and painted surfaces and yet kind to the skin and interior surfaces. 
Even stubborn dirt build up such as nicotine stains can be easily removed.

MM aut 7310 autosol upholstery and Carpet Foam 300 ML
an active cleaning foam for vehicle upholstery and carpets. Removes most subborn 
stains. also ideal for upholstered furniture, carpets and textile floor coverings in the 
home. CFCs free.

MM aut 5150 autosol Insect-Remover 500 ML
Special cleaner for fast and thorough removal of stubborn dried insect-residues 
before washing the vehicle. In addition, the product softens or dissolves oil spots, 
resins and other encrusted deposits on glass, paintwork or chrome parts.

MM aut 5190 autosol Insect-Remover extra strong 500 ML
Dissolves thoroughly and quickly all insect-residues and stubborn dirt from glass-, 
paintwork-, chrome and plastic parts. It sticks there where it is necessarycaused by 
its gel-like consistance and esures optimal effect.

MM aut 1020 autosol Plastic-Cleaner 75 ML

MM aut 7060 autosol Plastic-Cleaner 500 ML Cleans all plastic and painted surfaces within the car. Removes nicotine stains and 
scuff marks whilst leaving a pleasant fragrance. 

MM aut 7100 autosol Cockpit-Spray apple 300 ML
Cockpit Spray is an antistatic care and cleaning product for quickly refreshing up 
worn and brittle plastic casings, roof and instrument panels, etc. It leaves a pleasant 
peach or apple fragrance in the vehicles interior. CFCs-free

MM aut 7200 autosol Cockpit-Spray Peach 300 ML

MM aut 7260 autosol Plastic-Care 200 ML
a liquid cleaner with a conditioning effect, for all interior and exterior plastic surfac-
es. the product provides protection against brittleness and greying, has antistatic 
properties and gives a silk-matt finish.

MM aut 3200 autosol Paint-Cleaner 250 ML
a creamy liquid product for deep cleaning and restoration of original colour of old 
and weathered paint surfaces. Selected abrasive and polishing agents gently but 
effectively remove dirt and old paint layers.

MM aut 3203 autosol Paint-Cleaner 1 Lt

MM aut 3403 autosol Professional Paint-Cleaner 1 Lt

a cleaner for old and particularly oxidised and weathered paint surfaces. High 
quality abrasives and polishing agents remove dirt (e. g. surface rust), weathered 
paint layers and scratches. Selected processing oils ensure ease of application of 
the product.

MM aut 1040 autosol Leather-Cleaner 75 ML
a deep-conditioning cream for all smooth leathers in vehicles and in the home. the 
product has an antistatic effect and provides lasting protection against brittleness 
and abrasion. Leather-Care gives worn materials a new suppleness and freshness

MM aut 4500 autosol air -Freshener cool 100 ML
the airfreshener, not only provides pleasant fragrance in the car or caravan, but it’s 
sophisticated aroma is also an ideal air freshener in the home. the contents of the 
100 ml pump spray is sufficient for approximately 100 applications.

MM aut 4520 autosol air -Freshener fresh purple 100 ML
the airfreshener, not only provides pleasant fragrance in the car or caravan, but it’s 
sophisticated aroma is also an ideal air freshener in the home. the contents of the 
100 ml pump spray is sufficient for approximately 100 applications.

MM aut 4521 autosol air -Freshener Shadow 100 ML
the airfreshener, not only provides pleasant fragrance in the car or caravan, but it’s 
sophisticated aroma is also an ideal air freshener in the home. the contents of the 
100 ml pump spray is sufficient for approximately 100 applications.

MM aut 4522 autosol air -Freshener Dark Red 100 ML
the airfreshener, not only provides pleasant fragrance in the car or caravan, but it’s 
sophisticated aroma is also an ideal air freshener in the home. the contents of the 
100 ml pump spray is sufficient for approximately 100 applications.

MM aut 12460 autosol Engine-Cleaning-Foam 300 ML
this environmentally friendly high performance detergent contains no hydrocar-
bons as active ingredients (petroleum). the active foam has outstanding cleaning 
power in the case of heavy oil and dust deposits.

MM aut 12800 autosol Protective-Engine-Sealant 300 ML
Reliable seal for the engine, engine compartment, battery and other units. after 
drying, the acrylic resin forms a tough, flexible protective film with a high level of 
resistance against weathering, oil, rust, lubricants and fuel. CFCsfree

MM aut 3100 autosol Car-Polish 250 ML

a creamy liquid polish for maintaining a high gloss, and restoring slightly oxidised 
paintwork. a gentle abrasive cleans and removes any slight oxidation, leaving a 
protective high gloss wax film. Polymer and silicone additives give prolonged pro-
tection.

MM aut3101 autosol Car-Polish 1 Lt

a creamy liquid polish for maintaining a high gloss, and restoring slightly oxidised 
paintwork. a gentle abrasive cleans and removes any slight oxidation, leaving a 
protective high gloss wax film. Polymer and silicone additives give prolonged pro-
tection

MM aut3600 autosol Metallic-Polish 250 ML
a creamy liquid polish specially developed for maintaining a high gloss on metallic 
paint finishes, or lacquered bodywork. a gentle abrasive cleans and removes any 
slight oxidation, leaving a protective high gloss wax film.

MM aut3601 autosol Metallic-Polish 1 Lt

MM aut5000 autosol windscreen-wash 250 ML
High quality additive for vehicle windscreen and headlight washers. gently re-
moves conterminants such as silicone, wash smears, grease and oil deposits from 
the windscreen, without harming paintwork.
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CODICE NOME PRODOttO DESCRIZIONE
MM aut 610 autosol Mega Cloth Microfaser Cloth for all surfaces in the car and outside the car. For example: glass, chrome, plastic, 

etc. washable until to 60°.

MM aut620 autosol Mega-Combi-Cloth the Mega-combi-Cloth is for all surfaces inside and outside the car. the blue side is for 
cleaning and yellow side is for drying the surface.

MM aut 5090 autosol Visor-Cleaner 75 ML

MM aut 99999 autosol Polo-Shirt High Quality t-Shirt (Polo-Style), black in colour with autOSOL Logo embroiered in 
gold, 100% cotton, size xL

MM aut 99998 autosol Pin autosol Sticker

MM aut 1300 autosol Scratch remover 75 ML autosol Scratch remover for lacquer coating and plastic glass surface. For convertible 
rear windows, motorcycle helmet visors, mobile phone displays, watch glass, windows in 
aircraft, boats and fine scratches on lacquer painting. Removes grime and fine scratches.

MM aut 11000 autosol Combi-Oil , MoS2-Spray 300 ML this product is a high quality lubricant and grease for all metal connections. It prevents 
electric shorting and loosens rust and rusted hinges and screws etc.

MM aut 11250 autosol treeSap & Pollen-Remover 500 ML Product can be applied before entering a mechanical car-wash or before hand washing. 
the tree and flower resins can be removed after spraying, then leaving it on the vehicles 
surface for approximately one minute.

MM aut 11300 autosol tar- and Stain-Remover 300 ML a special product for reliable removal of tar and asphalt spots, oil residues, wax and resin 
layers, diesel and other stubborn spots from paint and plastic. Ideal for do-it-yourself 
and commercial applications. the product will not harm paintwork. CFCs-free.

MM aut 11350 autosol airborne Rust-Remover 500 ML autOSOĹ s Rust Remover is a highly concentrated and powerful cleaner but gentle 
to a vehicles surface. For use on surface rust of laquered and non-laquered surfaces. 
*Recommended by leading car manufacturers.

MM aut 11810 autosol Silicone-Spray 300 ML autosol® Silicone Spray is a multi purpose lubricant without oil. By formation of a water 
repellent Iayer it protects electrical installations, removes frictional problems at sliding 
roofs, door hinges, safety belts and other movable parts.

MM aut 1030 autosol Polish and wax 75 ML

MM aut 1080 autosol Motorbike Polish and wax 

MM aut 110 Croldino Hand Cleaning-Creme 100 ML Croldino is a highly-effective all-purpose hand-cleaning creme for heavily soiled or 
discoloured hands. It contains no abrasive-particles and is especially suitable for the 
stubborn dirt left by gardening, housework, work in the fields.

MM aut 12420 autosol Multi-Purpose-Cleaner 500 ML High performance cleaner to remove oil and dust deposits. Particu-larly suitable for 
cleaning motorcycle engines and other drive units, vehicle underbodies and construc-
tion and agricultural machinery. It is water-soluble, neutral smelling.

MM aut 2220 autosol Multi-Purpose-Cleaner extra strong 
500 ML

thorough and effortless removal of apuashed insects, oil spots, tar and other road dirt 
from paintwork, glass and plastic

MM aut 2550 autosol Express-wax 800 ML High quality, quick acting liquid care product for a long lasting and protected vehicle 
finish. Selected materials in the manufacturing allows the product to displace water and 
make the job of polishing an easier one.

MM aut 3000 autosol Hard-wax 250 ML High-quality creamy liquid for the care of new paint or paint already treated with 
autosol® Paint Cleaner. the high gloss wax film, protects the paint from weathering and 
oxidation.

MM aut 3003 autosol Hard-wax 1 Lt High-quality creamy liquid for the care of new paint or paint already treated with 
autosol® Paint Cleaner. the high gloss wax film, protects the paint from weathering and 
oxidation.

MM aut 310 Croldi Hand Cleaning Paste 500 ML Cleans thouroughly and protects skin from all kinds of oil, grease and lubricants. Bio-de-
gradable and clinically tested. Contents special care components. useable for workshop, 
industry and hobby.

MM aut 330 Croldi Hand Cleaning Paste 10 Lt Cleans thouroughly and protects skin from all kinds of oil, grease and lubricants. Bio-de-
gradable and clinically tested. Contents special care components. useable for workshop, 
industry and hobby.

MM autO 15000 autosol Boat-wax 500 ML Liquid hard wax without abrasive. the product provides a brillant shine with protection 
against weather, wear and uV radiation.

MM aut 15200 autosol Boat-Combi-Polish 500 ML Restores shine on oxidised and dull surfaces. Removes fine scratches. the product pro-
vides a weather resistant polymer wax protective layer after application.

MM aut 15300 autosol Boat-Cleaner (Rubbing) 500 ML Silicone free cleaner for deep cleaning action of paint surfaces. also suitable for cleaning 
Plexiglas.

MM aut 15700 autosol water-Line-Cleaner 250 ML Cleaner for discoloured and seaweed covered surfaces at the height of the waterline. It 
loosens lime- and salt spots as well as dirt and light oxidation layers on metal surfaces.

MM aut 5030 autosol windscreen-Cleaning-Cloth the fast way to clean windows. Removes all grime from the inside of car windows effort-
lessly and without streaks. the two in one cloth system: wipe moist and wipe dry. For 
perfectly clean windows.

MM aut 5052 autosol windscreen-wash 1 Lt High quality additive for vehicle windscreen and headlight washers. gently removes 
conterminants such as silicone, wash smears, grease and oil deposits from the wind-
screen, without harming paintwork.
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CODICE NOME PRODOttO DESCRIZIONE
MM aut5100 autosol Silicone-Remover  

+ window-Cleaner 250 ML
the silicone remover used in combination with the window cleaner is designed specially 
for heated windscreen wash systems. this outstanding windscreen and headlight deter-
gent removes even severe soiling and dirt.

MM aut 5530 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 display 
outer 32 ML

Highly concentrated cleaner for use in carwindscreen- and headlight-washers. available 
with the following fragrances: Cool, Peach, apple, Lemon and Vanilla Dream. Even stub-
born contamination (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thoroughly.

MM aut 5533 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 vanilla 
dream 32 ML

Highly concentrated cleaner for use in carwindscreen- and headlight-washers. available 
with the following fragrances: Cool, Peach, apple, Lemon and Vanilla Dream. Even stub-
born contamination (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thoroughly.

MM aut 5535 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 peach  
32 ML

Highly concentrated cleaner for use in carwindscreen- and headlight-washers. available 
with the following fragrances: Cool, Peach, apple, Lemon and Vanilla Dream. Even stub-
born contamination (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thoroughly.

MM aut 5536 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 cool 32 ML Highly concentrated cleaner for use in carwindscreen- and headlight-washers. available 
with the following fragrances: Cool, Peach, apple, Lemon and Vanilla Dream. Even stub-
born contamination (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thoroughly.

MM aut 5537 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 apple 32 
ML

Highly concentrated cleaner for use in carwindscreen- and headlight-washers. available 
with the following fragrances: Cool, Peach, apple, Lemon and Vanilla Dream. Even stub-
born contamination (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thoroughly.

MM aut 5538 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 lemon  
32 ML

Highly concentrated cleaner for use in carwindscreen- and headlight-washers. available 
with the following fragrances: Cool, Peach, apple, Lemon and Vanilla Dream. Even stub-
born contamination (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thoroughly.

MM aut 5540 autosol windscreen-wash 1:100 peach  
250 ML

Highly concentrated neutral cleaner for use in vehicle windscreen and headlight wash-
ers. Even stubborn contarminants (e. g. grease and oil) is removed quickly and thor-
oughly. Supplied in a practical economy dispenser, the minimum product consumption.

MM aut 5590 autosol windsrceen-wash 1:100 extra 
strong 250 ML

High concentrated cleaning additive with fragrance for use in the windscreen-washer. 
Removes quickly and thoroughly all stubborn dirt. the steak-free cleaning avoids dan-
gerous lighteffects at rain, darkness and light in one’s eyes.

MM aut 1190 autosol Marine Shine 75 ML Highly abrasive cleaning, polishing and rubbing agent for weathered boat surfaces. the 
product cleans and removes rust from all bright metal parts on boats e. g. hardware and 
all glass-fibre reinforced plastic surface.

MM aut 1191 autosol Marine Shine 750 ML Highly abrasive cleaning, polishing and rubbing agent for weathered boat surfaces. the 
product cleans and removes rust from all bright metal parts on boats e. g. hardware and 
all glass-fibre reinforced plastic surface.

MM aut 7700 autosol Leather-Care 250 ML a deep-conditioning cream for all smooth leathers in vehicles and in the home. the 
product has an antistatic effect and provides lasting protection against brittleness and 
abrasion. Leather-Care gives worn materials a new suppleness and freshness.

For your telephone orders +39 0184 573346
e-mail orders  giacomo@mansuetomarine.it

roberta@mansuetomarine.it
General inquiries info@mansuetomarine.it


